Report: Diversity in the Legal Sector

At Wells Tobias Legal
we were intrigued...
We had been looking at the demographic statistics on the
Law Society’s website which details all sorts of facts and
figures in relation to those entering the legal industry, either
at undergraduate level or as a qualified professional.
We wanted to compare these stats to our own talent pool to see if our attraction methods
were hitting the right balance – This is what we found…

26,655 UK students were accepted onto law degrees in 2017/18. From that number, the
gender breakdown is as follows:
From the Law Society reports...
69% were females
31% were male.
We found from our placements...
76% were female
24% were male.

A closer look at our Legal talent pool in general, and not just focusing on the people we
had placed in employment, was indicative of the Law Society stats.
However, it is interesting that almost three quarters of all law graduates are female, the
actual number of female legal professionals, be they Judges, barristers or partners ending
up in senior roles, is quite disproportionate...
36.5% of all law undergraduates
were from minority ethnic groups
42% of all our placements
were from minority ethnic groups

Of the Law Society undergraduates that were from ethnic
minority backgrounds:
68% were female
32 % are male
Of our ethnic minority placements:
67% were female
33% were male

Our figures aren’t far off the numbers reported
by the law society, so we would like to think that
our attraction methods reach as far and wide as
possible – however there is always room for
improvement.
Trying to attract a diverse talent pool is not as easy as it seems, with so many more
attraction methods available to candidates now, where do we start? LinkedIn, job
boards, referrals, CV databases, connections with universities, aggregator sites…
These figures just show that what we are doing now is mirroring those entering the
legal sector, however we will need to ensure we don’t rest on our laurels!
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